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“We love our pergola! It was wonderful working with all of you - from Courtney
who gave us a tour of your facility, to Steve who scheduled our installation, and
to Dave, Jonas, and Aaron who did a fantastic job installing our beautiful pergola.
We have received many compliments on it. We are thrilled with our decision to
purchase our pergola from you!”

Classic – Wood
Pages 5-12

- Travis & Monica Adams

Classic – Vinyl
Pages 13-16

Montana – Wood
Pages 17-20

Montana – Vinyl
Pages 21-26

Backyard Vacation, Just Steps Away

EZShade Canopy
Pages 29-32

10’x16’ Montana Vinyl with 8”x8” Posts
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The Pergola Collection

The 2-2 Plan
Designing your very own pergola is simple and straightforward because we offer 2 styles (Classic and
Montana) in 2 materials (Wood or Vinyl).
Classic Wood Pergolas...................pages 5-12
Classic Vinyl Pergolas....................pages 13-16
Montana Wood Pergolas................pages 17-20
Montana Vinyl Pergolas.................pages 21-26
EZShade Canopy
We have perfected the retractable canopy system. Learn more on pages 29-32.
10 Easy Steps
Please refer to the enclosed price guide for “How to Design Your Pergola in 10 Easy Steps.”
Your Pictures
Go ahead, use your smart phone to snap a few pictures of the area where you intend to add a pergola
and email it to us. Your pictures are worth a thousand words to our design team as they delight in
helping you design your very own pergola to enhance your outdoor living.

12’x20’ Classic Vinyl

Amish Country pergolas are “easy on the
eyes” in two ways! First, they offer shade
and protection from the sun. Second,
they give your outdoor living space
style, ambiance, and comfort. They are
a beautiful way to enjoy your backyard
even more. An Amish Country pergola
offers a solution that will upgrade your
home and your lifestyle.

Design Your
Own Pergola
Create and price your dream pavilion at:
AmishGazebos.com/pergola

It’s easy and fun!
1-800-700-1777
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Classic Wood
STANDARD FEATURES – Naturally beautiful and sturdy
pressure-treated southern yellow pine wooden posts, rafters,
stringers, and decorative elements look and feel great in any
outdoor environment, especially your backyard! Available
in various stain colors to suit your décor. Custom cut and
proportioned lumber and structural elements add design
interest and sophistication. Dual 2” x 6” headers on four
sides offer strength and proportion to the overhead structure.

10’x10’ Classic Wood
with Mahogany Stain
and Superior Posts
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“I really enjoyed working
with you on the pergola.
Fabulous product and
great service! Jane and
I enjoyed every part
of doing business with
Amish Country Gazebos.
We will definitely
recommend you.”
- John David

12’x16’ Classic Wood with Canyon Brown Stain

Corner braces give added strength and rigidity. 2” x 6” rafters
span the shorter side and 2” x 4” stringers span the longer
side. Rafters and stringers are notched to interconnect easily
and for added strength. 5” x 5” pressure treated posts have
decorative skirts that cover heavy duty engineered anchoring
brackets (included) while enhancing design. Anchors allow
secure fastening to concrete or wood flooring surfaces.
Rafters and stringers are 12” spacing on center.

Artistic Design Elements
Stringers and rafters
feature decorative
end cuts.

12’x16’ Classic Wood with Canyon Brown Stain & Lattice Roof

Enjoy a backyard area to relax, connect,
and entertain with a Classic Wood Pergola.
Watch how friends, family, and others
collect in the comfort of this space!

Dual Purpose Braces

Corner braces
decoratively offer
strength and stability.

12’x12’ Classic Wood with Canyon
Brown Stain and Superior Posts

12’x16’ Classic Wood with Canyon Brown Stain
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16’x24’ Classic Wood with Cedar Stain

14’x16’ Classic Wood with Mahogany Stain

16’x20’ Classic Wood with Mahogany Stain and Superior Posts
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16’x16’ Classic Wood with Canyon Brown Stain and Superior Posts

12’x14’ Classic Wood with Lattice Roof
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10’x12’ Classic Wood

Romantic Getaway
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14’x14’ Classic Wood with Mahogany Stain and Superior Posts

10’x14’ Classic Wood with Custom Stain Color and Superior Posts

10’x14’ Classic Wood with Canyon
Brown Stain and Superior Posts

10’x12’ Classic Wood with Cedar Stain
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12’x16’ Classic Wood with Canyon
Brown Stain

10’x12’ Classic Wood with Canyon Brown Stain and Superior Posts
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12’x20’ Classic Vinyl

12’x14’ Classic Vinyl
with EZShade Canopy

ClassicVinyl
STANDARD FEATURES – Vinyl offers a crisp, clean
look and virtually no maintenance. Vinyl clad structural
components use a pressure treated wood inner-core for
strength and rigidity. The thick, durable vinyl outer-layer
resists sun and weather and cleans easily, typically with
just a hose and water. 5” x 5” pressure treated posts are
sleeved in white vinyl and come with decorative skirts
“Our lovely new pergola
completes our garden
beautifully. The installers
completed the installation
in less than a day. You can
be proud to send them out.
They are real gentlemen
and sure seemed to know
what they were doing. Very
impressive! Our place looks
great, and tomorrow we are
having a party!”
- Kim Davis
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End Caps

Rafters have decorative
end caps for protection
and appearance.

that cover heavy duty engineered anchoring brackets
(included) while enhancing design. 1 ½” x 5 ½” rafters
that span the shorter side have attractive end caps and
1 ½” x 1 ½” square stringers that span the longer side
also have end caps. Dual 2” x 6” headers and strong
corner braces are also included. Rafters and stringers
are 12” spacing on center.

Braces

Corner braces
offer both strength
and beauty.

Base Skirts

Skirts decorate the
post base and hide
anchoring brackets.

12’x14’ Classic Vinyl with Superior Posts
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“My hobby is gardening. I love it.
It’s my main hobby. I like being at
home and I’m very happy being
in my garden near my beautiful
Amish pergola.”
- Heather Johnson

14’x14’ Classic Vinyl

12’x14’ Classic Vinyl with Superior Posts
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16’x24’ Classic Vinyl with Superior Posts

14’x16’ Classic Vinyl
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16’x20’ Montana Wood with Canyon Brown Stain and 8”x8” Posts

10’x14’ Montana with Canyon Brown Stain

Montana Wood
STANDARD FEATURES – A cedar topped pergola gives
you the elegance of wood with the durability and beauty
of cedar. It is available in various stain colors to suit your
décor. Custom cut and proportioned lumber and structural
elements add design interest and sophistication. Dual
2” x 8” headers on four sides offer strength and proportion
to the overhead structure. 2” x 6” rough cut cedar rafters

“Our new pergola provides the shade we need from the hot sun when the kids are swimming.
We love the retractable canopy system because we can open and close it easily to provide full
shade when the sun is directly overhead. These Amish carpenters sure know what they are doing!”
- Kevin Raneiri

span the shorter side and 2” x 4” rough cut stringers span
the longer side. 6” x 6” pressure treated posts have white
vinyl sleeves with stylized capitals and bases that cover
heavy duty engineered anchoring brackets (included),
while enhancing design. Anchors allow secure fastening
to concrete or wood flooring surfaces. Rafters and stringers
are 16”-18” spacing on center, depending on size.

12’x16’ Montana Wood with Mahogany Stain and 10” Roman Columns
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“Fantastic!”
“They were
fantastic! Their
customer service
was wonderful.”

10’x16’ Montana Wood with Cedar Stain
and 8”x8” Posts

10’x14’ Montana Wood with Canyon Brown Stain

“Beautifully Built and
Easy to Assemble”

- Jamie Brown

14’x16’ Montana Wood with 8”x8” Vinyl Posts

“We were amazed that we were
able to assemble our pergola in
one day. Everything was beautifully
constructed and finished and easy
to assemble. We placed it on a deck
overlooking the floodplain of the
Delaware River and our neighbors
are already commenting on how
great it looks. Couldn’t be happier.”
- Paul Plumadore

12’x14’ Montana Wood with
Mahogany Stain and 8”x8” Posts

10’x14’ Montana Wood with EZShade Canopy
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14’x16’ Montana Wood with 8”x8” Vinyl Posts and EZShade Canopy
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“This was by far the most problem free home improvement project that my husband
and I have ever experienced. I worked with the sales department to order the
pergola to best fit my outdoor space within my budget. We prepared the site
according to their specs. I scheduled the delivery and installation to fit our calendar.
The pergola kit and the installation team arrived on time. The installation was done
quickly and professionally - no problems and the site was left absolutely clean.
The pergola is solidly built using quality materials and looks wonderful on our patio.
Thank you so much!”
- Odelia Dobbins

14’x20’ Montana Vinyl with 10” Roman Columns

Montana Vinyl
STANDARD FEATURES – A vinyl maintenance-free
pergola gives you elegant beauty with weather and stain
resistant convenience. Custom shaped and proportioned
vinyl clad structural elements add design interest and
sophistication. Dual 2” x 8” headers on four sides offer
strength and proportion to the overhead structure. True
2” x 6” rafters span the shorter side and 1 ¾” x 3 ½”

stringers span the longer side. 6” x 6” pressure treated
posts have white vinyl sleeves with stylized capitals
and bases that cover heavy duty engineered anchoring
brackets (included) while enhancing design. Anchors
allow secure fastening to concrete or wood flooring
surfaces. Rafters and stringers are 16”-18” spacing on
center, depending on size.

12’x14’ Montana Vinyl with Linen Tweed EZShade Canopy
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Photos depict the upgraded Roman columns. Standard comes with 6”x6” square posts.
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“I am a contractor. The pergola looks amazing. It is definitely designed and manufactured
with care for the beauty of the final product. The sales girls, Courtney, Liz and Stephanie, were
all very helpful and extremely kind. If they could not answer a question they got someone on
who could. There was a delay due to material supply and Leon was right there with answers
and updates on the timing of the project. When it was delivered, it came wrapped all together
on one pallet and the delivery driver was just as professional and friendly as everyone else
I had talked to at the company. This is how a company should be run. They will be the first ones
I call on future projects. Thank you all for a pleasurable experience.”
- Randall Little

Backyard Oasis
12’x12’ Montana Vinyl with EZShade Canopy

“Stunningly Beautiful Design,
Smooth Transaction, Great Value!”
“Our experience rates a 10. Great customer
service. Precise construction and installation
instructions. High quality. You get what you
pay for with Amish Country Gazebos.”
- Mike Lindbeck

14’x20’ Montana Vinyl with 10” Roman Columns
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12’x16’ Montana
Vinyl with 10” Roman
Columns and
EZShade Canopy
(Closed)

Learn more about our
EZShade Canopies on
pages 25-28

12’x12’ Montana Vinyl with 8”x8” Posts

12’x16’ Montana
Vinyl with 10” Roman
Columns and
EZShade Canopy
(Opened)

“Great Kit, Delivered Complete and Professional with
Easy Instructions”
“What can I say? Everything turned out beautiful. No more
roasting in the sun! Had a few buddies over to help build the
pergola and install the canopy system. Everything was there
and it looks stunning!”
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- Chris Rodkey

10’x10’ Montana Vinyl with 10” Roman Columns

“We love love love our Amish
made pergola! Buying directly from
the factory and knowing it’s made
in the USA makes us happy.”
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Amish-Made
in the USA

“We are thrilled with the wonderful quality of our pergola! What flawless, high quality wood! We are amazed.
Gary, the driver, was such a delightful man. We gave him several hugs before he left plus homemade pumpkin
cake. We greatly appreciate you and know we will enjoy our pergola for years to come.”
		

- Joy and Kenny Lehtinen

Happy Customer Videos
Amish Carpenters use our modern equipment to get every angle just right.
Their attention to detail is impressive!

AmishGazebos.com/customer-videos
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EZShade Canopy
Make your pergola even more comfortable with our custom
fit retractable EZShade Canopy System. It will extend both
your enjoyment and the amount of time that you can spend
in your pergola because it shields rain and gives cover from
the sun. No need to run from a light rain or quick shower
when you have canopy protection overhead. Retractable
design lets you simply pull the canopy across the roof
members when needed, or pull it back and away to the side
to let in more light and sun. The attractive and functional
design opens and closes manually in just a minute or
two, and is so easy it’s almost effortless. Canopy fabric is
removable for winter storage, if desired. The canopy uses a
heavy-duty, highest quality, weather resistant fabric as well
as maintenance free aluminum connection stringers and
stainless steel fasteners. With our EZShade Canopy system,
our pergolas reduce sunlight and glare and can lower
temperatures underneath by more than 10 degrees.

Call one of our designers today
1-800-700-1777
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Get out of the mid-day sun or a light rain.

Our EZShade Canopy glides smoothly
for easy operation.
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EZShade Styles & Colors

Burgundy, Black
& White

Heather Beige
Classic

Navy Taupe, Fancy
Hemlock Tweed

Black Forest,
Fancy
Charcoal Tweed

Linen Tweed
Gray, Black
& White

Royal Blue Tweed

Solids

Dubonnett Tweed
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East Ridge Cocoa

Patter ns

Westfield Mushroom
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Relax, Connect, & Entertain

12’x16’ Montana Wood with Mahogany Stain, 10” Roman Columns and EZShade Canopy

“This Was a WONDERFUL
Experience!”
“We are so pleased with our
pergola. It is beautiful and the
quality is outstanding. The people
were so nice and helpful to work
with. We received our pergola
in the time frame given. I’m
so thankful that I found Amish
Country Gazebos on the internet.
I could not be more satisfied.”
- Bonnie Tilley

14’x16’ Classic Vinyl with EZShade Canopy
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12’x14’ Classic Vinyl with EZShade Canopy
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